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Abstract. This paper deals with the application of advanced simulation techniques for combustion
modeling in the case of an internal combustion engine. The main focus is put on models with a
high predictive ability hence 3-D CFD was selected while using LES (turbulence model) and detailed
chemistry (both SI and CI ICE) or turbulent flame propagation (SI ICE). Both engine types are
considered – spark ignited ICE and a compression ignited engine. Examples are shown and comparison
with available experimental data is presented. The main conclusion is that such models are capable
of high quality predictions while very little tuning is needed. This is desired as such models could
be applied in the early phases of ICE development. On the other hand, such calculations are very
demanding in terms of computational power.
Keywords: Internal Combustion Engine, 3-D CFD, LES, tabulated chemistry, ECFM, combustion,
injector, spray.
1. Introduction
The main trend of ICE development in recent decades
can be characterized by two main targets: to maxi-
mize engine efficiency and to minimize pollutant for-
mation. In many cases, these two goals cannot be
achieved simultaneously as improving the former leads
to the worsening of the latter and vice versa. If these
targets are to be achieved, detailed optimization of
combustion process is necessary – this requires deep
knowledge of all the important phenomena ranging
from fuel injection to detailed chemistry including its
interaction with turbulence. The latest trend is to
combine dedicated experiments with advanced simu-
lation methods. Regarding the latter, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) remains a useful tool.
A lot of progress has been made in the field of CFD
in recent decades. That statement concerns all impor-
tant topics related to ICE combustion: turbulence,
spray, chemistry and turbulence-chemistry interaction
(TCI). If applied correctly, the 3-D CFD could be
especially predictive, hence allowing its use during the
early ICE development phases to achieve the optimal
design sooner.
1.1. Relation to work of prof. Kozel
The 3-D CFD simulations at the Department of Auto-
motive, Combustion Engine and Railway Engineering
of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the Czech
Technical University were started in late 1990’s and
the Ph.D. Theses aimed at CFD modeling from a
numerical perspective were under prof. Kozel s su-
pervision . This was a time when commercial CFD
codes were of poor quality and it was necessary to
use dedicated in-house codes which were developed
only for special applications (e.g., internal combustion
engines). The AMEM (arbitrary movable Eulerian
model) algorithm applied in the case of an internal
combustion engine was developed in [1]. Its extension
from 2-D to 3-D was done in [2] – this included few 2-
equations turbulence models and a turbulence driven
combustion model based on the Level-Set approach.
High pressure liquid fuel injection was developed in [3].
In all these cases, prof. Kozel was supervising the nu-
merical methods to achieve a fast and stable solution
of the turbulent unsteady compressible problem. Later
on (the end of 1st decade of 21st century), the depart-
ment stopped developing their own in-house codes –
instead, well proven commercial 3-D CFD codes were
applied (e.g., [4]). However, the lessons learned dur-
ing the time of writing in-house codes proved to be
extremely useful when applying the commercial CFD
SW tools. This knowledge is considered to be very
important and it is necessary to transform that for
the young generation of researchers which prof. Kozel
contributed to strongly.
Based on the above mentioned, the data shown in
the paper can be considered to be the latest results
of the department in the field of multi-dimensional
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CFD thermodynamic modeling of internal combustion
engines – the work which was started by prof. Kozel
(among the others) some 25 years ago. And the results
(shown in the section 6) were selected in such way to
demonstrate the progress which was achieved during
this time period. Hence, this paper is a tribute to the
work of prof. Kozel in the field of internal combustion
engine CFD modelling.
1.2. Paper goals
The presented work is focused on highly predictive
combustion modelling 25 years ago, this was not possi-
ble as both the theoretical models (e.g., LES, ECFM,
tabulated chemistry) and their numerical implementa-
tions were either not available or they were still in the
early phases of their development. The main target
is not to present completely new results. Instead the
main goal is to show what is possible to achieve with
the latest CFD tools and methods. To achieve that
while giving some kind of overview of these methods,
the majority of the results of the shown in this pa-
per were already published. Hence, it combines the
data/results from different research projects and also
presents some new (unpublished) data as well.
This paper is focused on advanced ICE combus-
tion modeling – different approaches were tested and
compared with available experimental data while con-
sidering both SI ICE combustion mode and CI ICE
one. Since there are many possibilities of combining
turbulence models with dedicated combustion models,
the review sub-section (which is usually positioned in
the Introduction to give overview of state-of-the-art
methods) is skipped. This paper is purely focused
on very predictive models, hence the well-established
LES approach was applied to model turbulence ef-
fects. The paper presents an overview of recent results
(achieved at the Czech Technical University in Prague
in close cooperation with AVL colleagues) in the field
of highly-predictive combustion modeling.
Based on above mentioned, the following goals of
the paper were set:
• To simulate the complete ICE cycle(s) using 3-D
CFD approach while focusing on combustion phase
using highly predictive models.
• To compare the results with available experimental
data.
• To perform sensitivity studies of selected parame-
ters.
2. Mathematical model
For the simulation of the gas flow, spray mixture for-
mation and flame propagation processes in the internal
combustion engine, the 3D-CFD code AVL FIRE [4]
is adopted. The 3-D CFD SW solves the general con-
servation equations of mass, momentum and enthalpy
plus additional transport equations for turbulence
related quantities and for conservation of chemical
species. Depending on the physical and chemical sub-
models employed, additional scalar quantities, such
as mixture fraction, reaction progress variable, flame
surface density, etc. are solved as well.
The adopted solution method is based on a fully
conservative finite volume approach. All dependent
variables, such as momentum, pressure, density, turbu-
lence, kinetic energy, dissipation rate, and the scalar
quantities are evaluated at the cell centres of the
general, unstructured computational grids. A second-
order midpoint rule is used for integral approximation
and a second order linear approximation for any value
at the cell-face. Convection is solved by adopting
higher order differencing schemes. In order to offer
full flexibility in terms of the structure and topology
of the employed computational meshes, the solver
allows for each computational cell to consist of an
arbitrary number of cell faces. Connectivity and inter-
polation practices for gradients and cell-face values are
set up to accommodate such ‘polyhedral’ calculation
volumes. The rate of change (accumulation term) is
discretized by using an Euler implicit scheme. The
overall solution procedure is iterative and is based on
the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equa-
tions algorithm (SIMPLE) or Pressure-Implicit with
Splitting of Operators (PISO, c.f. [5]), applicable to
turbulent flows at all speeds. For solving the large
sets of linear equation systems evolving from the dis-
cretization of the governing equations, an efficient pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient method is employed.
More details can be found in [6, 7] and documentation
of AVL FIRE [4].
Dealing with numerical setup, the following settings
were applied. PISO algorithm was selected as the
overall solution procedure while 2nd order schemes
were used for convective term approximations. Time
step was typically set to 0.1 degCA while shorter time
step was applied during a combustion phase.
Regarding turbulence modelling, Large Eddy Simu-
lation (LES) was adopted. It is based on the filtered
instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations. Filtering op-
eration actually represents scale separation in space,
where large scales are directly resolved and the in-
fluence of small scales is taken into account by the
sub-grid scale (SGS) model. Coherent structure ver-
sion of LES approach [8–10] was selected. It is based
on the eddy viscosity concept, but contrary to well-
known Smagorinsky model [11], model parameter in
CSM is not constant. It is locally calculated at each
time-step and in each computational cell, based on
the coherent structure function and the energy-decay
suppression function, which are obtained from the
resolved flow field. The coherent structure function is
defined as the second invariant of the velocity gradi-
ent tensor normalized by the magnitude of a velocity
gradient tensor, and its role is to provide appropri-
ate damping near the walls, while the suppression
function considers the suppression of the dissipation
with the increase of an angular velocity. The main
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advantages of the CSM model can be summarized as:
it does not require a separate wall damping function,
it can be also applied to laminar flow, there is no
need for solving additional transport equations (e.g.
for sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy), no averaged
flow properties are required by the model, coherent
functions have distinct upper and lower limits, which
makes the CSM model very stable and robust.
The spray model adopted in the present study is
based on the Lagrangian Discrete Droplet Method
(DDM) [12]. In the DDM the continuous gaseous
phase is described by the standard Eulerian conserva-
tion equations, whereas the transport of the dispersed
phase is calculated by tracking the trajectories of rep-
resentative droplet parcels. A parcel consists of a
number of droplets, with all the droplets having iden-
tical physical properties and behaving equally when
they move, break up, hit a wall or evaporate. The
calculation of the parcel movement is done with a
sub-cycling procedure between the gas phase time
steps taking into account the forces exerted on the
parcels by the gas phase as well as the related heat
and mass transfer. The coupling between the liquid
and the gaseous phases is achieved by source term ex-
change for mass, momentum, energy and turbulence.
For the LES application, turbulent dispersion effects
are assumed to be fully covered by the interaction of
the droplets with the resolved LES flow field scales –
hence, this term is deactivated when LES approach is
applied.
Concerning combustion models, different ap-
proaches were applied depending on ICE type. For
the case of SI engine (the Engine A – c.f. Table 1,
Figure 1) the LES version of ECFM-3Z was activated
due to positive experience with this model from the
past – c.f. [6, 7]. Premixed turbulent SI-engine com-
bustion is modeled in the present case by using the
LES variant of the Extended Coherent Flamelet Model
(ECFM) [13] which is based on solving a transport
equation for the flame surface density (FSD), suit-
ably linked with the gas-phase thermochemistry. It
should be stressed that this model is turbulence driven,
hence it cannot capture local chemical effects (e.g.,
flame quenching due to low temperature or turbulence-
related effects) – this leads to a statement that all fuel
is (usually) burnt when using this model (provided
there is enough oxygen). Dealing with applied chem-
istry, the turbulence driven combustion models are
usually linked with simplified chemistry approaches
based on equilibrium. This was also the case for the
presented CFD calculations. The only considered pol-
lutant was NOx, however its formation was based on
a standard approach [14], which is to solve certain
equations of chemical kinetics.
Regarding the case of CI engine (the Engine B –
c.f. Table 1, Figure 2), the FGM combustion model
was applied. It allows to include state-of-the-art fuel
chemistry reaction mechanisms in CFD simulations
at very practical CPU costs. This is achieved by a
chemistry pre-processing technique, which consists
of pre-computing the detailed combustion chemistry,
storing the relevant data in a look-up table(s) and
interpolating from this table during the CFD simula-
tions. The applied FGM combustion model, described
in detail in papers [15, 16], has two main features:
• Chemistry tabulation based on auto-ignition trajec-
tories of homogeneous fuel-air mixtures, computed
with detailed chemical reaction mechanisms.
• Presumed-PDF turbulence-chemistry interaction
(TCI) modelling, using a beta-PDF
The chemistry look-up tables are built up with the
AVL TABKIN software package, which is a dedicated
tool for the generation of CFD look-up tables for
advanced combustion models. The look-up tables
have five dimensions: pressure, fresh gas temperature
(for heat losses), mixture fraction, mixture fraction
variance (for turbulence-chemistry interaction) and
progress variable. Table dimension limits and dis-
cretization are automatically set based on user input
of key engine data. Different state-of-the-art mecha-
nisms were tested – more details can be found in [17].
The CFD models are based on 2 existing engine
geometries (c.f. Table 1, Figure 1 and Figure 2). 3-D
CAD data of engine cylinder head, piston and liner
(for both engine variants) were provided by engine
manufacturers. All the necessary geometrical informa-
tion was available, hence the meshing procedure could
be started. The meshing itself was made by means of
a hybrid meshing tool of AVL FIRE. Typical mesh cell
size was set to 0.6mm – this is based on experience
from the previous work [2, 3] with LES approach to SI
ICE modeling. The important parameters of applied
meshes are summarized in Table 2.
3. Commputed cases
As mentioned above, 2 different engine cases were
considered (Table 1, Figure 1 and Figure2). They are
labeled as the Engine A and the Engine B. The Engine
A is a unconventional SI ICE. It corresponds to gas
SI ICE dominated by swirl, which is equipped with
scavenged pre-chamber to be able to ignite very lean
mixtures (hence, a turbulent flame jet ignition device
is applied). Even though the combustion process in
the Engine A is a turbulent deflagration flame, its
shape is dominated by a turbulent flame jet shape,
hence it is (in terms of its shape and time evolution)
similar to combustion in CI (diesel) ICE. On the hand,
the Engine B is a classical CI ICE and its combus-
tion process consists of both typical CI ICE phases:
premixed combustion one and mixing-controlled one.
The Engine A corresponds to experimental CNG SI
ICE with scavenged pre-chamber. Moreover, the En-
gine A was heavily modified from its original version,
which represents a light-duty CI ICE – hence, it is
dominated by swirling in-cylinder motion while there
is a significant bowl in the piston. Dealing with the
Engine A, 3 different operating points were considered
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(a).
(b).
Figure 1. The Engine A – experimental single-cylinder research engine (SI version) equipped with scavenged
pre-chamber.
(a). (b).
Figure 2. The Engine B – AVL single-cylinder research engine (CI version).
Engine Parameter Unit Engine A Engine B
Bore-to-Stroke Ratio [1] 0.850 0.944
Compression Ratio [1] 12 15.9
Charging Turbocharged Supercharged
ICE Class Spark Ignited Compression Ignited
Fuel Methane Diesel
Fuel Injection PFI + pre-chamber Direct
Injection System - Common-rail
Injection Pressure [MPa] - 150
Table 1. Main engine parameters.
Engine Parameter Unit Engine A Engine B
Typical Mesh Size [mm] 0.6 0.6
Min. Amount of Mesh Cells [1] 7.5M 3.0M
Max. Amount of Mesh Cells [1] 13.0M 8.9M
Table 2. Main mesh parameters of full cycle ICE calculations.
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Engine Parameter Unit Case A1 Case A2 Case A3
Engine Speed [rpm] 1800 1800 1800
BMEP [bar] 7.6 5.1 3.3
Total Inj. Fuel [mg] 50.0 36.5 28.7
Air Excess [1] 1.0 1.5 1.9
(external) EGR [%] 0 0 0
Residual Gas Content [%] 3.3 3.7 4.2
Table 3. Selected operating conditions of the Engine A.
Engine Parameter Unit Case B1 Case B2 Case B3 Case B4
Engine Speed [rpm] 1500 1500 1800 1800
BMEP [bar] 17.0 7.6 14.1 7.7
Total Inj. Fuel [mg] 56.9 25.8 47.7 25.8
Air Excess [1] 1.25 2.9 1.2 2.4
EGR [%] 0 0 21 19
Residual Gas Content [%] 6.6 7.1 26.7 22.5
Table 4. Selected operating conditions of the Engine B.
(c.f. Table 3) – these differ in air excess (un-throttled
operation) ranging between 1.0 and 1.9 while engine
speed was kept constant. Due to time demanding
calculations, only 5 consecutive engine cycles were cal-
culated. However, this should provide a good estimate
of statistical moments of the 1st order (e.g., average
values of scalar properties) – this observation is based
on results from EU FP7 project LESSCCV, c.f. [6, 7].
More detailed information about the Engine A can be
found in [18, 19]. The range of operating conditions
related to data presented in the paper of the Engine A
are summarized in Table 3. As the focus was also put
on CCV effects, relatively low load cases were selected
to avoid knock occurrence.
The Engine B (c.f. Table 1, Figure 2) represents the
research single cylinder CI engine from AVL. There
are many experimental data available for this engine.
For the presented study, the single-pilot fuel injec-
tion pattern was adopted while combustion timing
(location of 50% burn point) was kept constant and
while injection rail pressure was set to 150MPa. The
level of air excess (between 1.0 and 2.9 based on in-
coming fresh air) and EGR (between 0 and 22%)
were varied while engine speed was kept between 1500
and 2000 rpm. Hence, different engine load levels
were achieved (BMEP between 7 and 17 bar). Due to
very time consuming 3-D CFD calculations, 4 oper-
ating points were selected covering high/low BMEP
at medium/low EGR level – these are summarized in
Table 4. More detailed information about the Engine
B can be found in [17, 20].
4. Model calibration
Concerning the Engine A model calibration, the fol-
lowing can be stated. For this particular case, there
are only 2 combustion model parameters to be cal-
ibrated: initial flame surface density and turbulent
flame stretch factor (the latter one is much more impor-
tant). The values of these parameters were obtained
by performing sensitivity studies of their influence for
the Case A1 (c.f. Table 3). The calibrated model per-
formance is shown in Figure 3, subfigures on the left
side. Once a good match was achieved for the Case A1,
all the model parameters were fixed for all subsequent
calculations – there is one exception to that state-
ment. As the standard ignition model was adopted
(imposing flame kernel with predefined parameters:
size, duration, flame surface density), it was necessary
to find a correct phasing of this event. The ignition
event was varied to match the 1st pressure peak in
the pre-chamber – this was done for the 1st calculated
cycle only while the same ignition phasing setting was
kept for all subsequently calculated cycles of the same
operating point. Hence, this adjustment was needed
for every considered engine operating point.
Comparison between measured pressure traces and
predicted ones is shown in Figure 3 – the left part rep-
resents almost stoichiometric conditions in a cylinder
while the right one corresponds to very lean opera-
tion. Regarding the stoichiometric operation, there is
a good correspondence, hence confirming satisfactory
performance of the CFD model. This is also valid
for CCV effects (cycles with the highest/lowest peak
pressure are shown), hence the model was considered
to be calibrated. On the other hand, the very lean
operation (subfigures on the right side of Figure 3)
is correct in only qualitatively – the reason is the
fact that all the fuel is burned (in CFD calculation)
while it is not the case for the target engine. More
information can be found in [18, 19, 21–23].
Regarding CCV effects, there is a good correspon-
dence between measurement and predicted data. How-
ever, the general observation is that the simulated
pressure traces are over-predicted – when compared
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured and modeled pressure in the cylinder (pCyl - top) and in the pre-chamber
(pChmbr - middle) and rate of heat release (RoHR - bottom) for the case of 1800 rpm and air excess of 1.0 (left;
it is the Case A1 in Table 3) and 1800 rpm and air excess of 1.9 (right; it is the Case A3 in Table 3); blue color
corresponds to CFD calculation, red color represents measured data, more details can be found in [21, 22].
with measurements, this is especially the case for op-
erating points with high air excess. This is mainly
related to the fact that the applied combustion model
(LES ECFM 3-Z) is turbulence driven, hence it can-
not predict possible local flame quenching (which is a
chemical effect). That is the reason why all the fuel is
always burnt in CFD simulations. This is not always
the case for a real engine – up to 13% of unburned
methane was observed in raw exhaust gases when eval-
uating experimental data – the general trend is: the
higher air excess, the more unburned fuel. The au-
thors expect that low chemical efficiency (under high
air excess operation) is related to local chemistry phe-
nomena and their interaction with turbulence (that
phenomenon is usually labelled as TCI). Only models
based on chemical kinetics can capture these effects
correctly – such models are currently under testing.
It should be mentioned that it was necessary to ad-
just a global heat transfer multiplier. This parameter
is used to compensate for insufficient mesh resolution
near the walls to predict correctly total rejected heat
from the whole engine cycle. The data from calibrated
0-D/1-D model were used as reference. The final com-
ment concerns the fact that this parameter has very
little effect on ROHR.
Regarding the Engine B, the spray model had to
be calibrated as it is well-known (c.f. [24]) that its
time evolution is the most important single factor to
influence combustion in direct injection CI ICEs. To
calibrate a spray, experimental data are needed. In
this case, the injection test bench EFS ITB 240 R-CV
was applied – it is a cold pressure vessel device with op-
tical access, which allows measuring rate-of-injection
profile, injected mass, spraying cone angle and spray
penetration length. Only liquid phase properties can
be measured/evaluated as it is a cold device. More
details can be found in [25]. Regarding the calibra-
tion procedure itself for the case of LES spray, the
outcome was found satisfactory – Figure 4 shows the
comparison of a calibrated model versus the experi-
mental data. The LES spray model was calibrated
for injection pressure of 160MPa – its performance is
equally good for lower injection pressure levels. More
details can be found in [20].
Figure 5 shows the comparison of spray pattern
time development between measurement and LES cal-
culation. It should be stressed that the presented data
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(a). (b).
(c). (d).
Figure 4. Comparison between measured data and calibrated LES spray model at different injection pressure levels
while using data from cold pressure vessel – penetration length of liquid phase is plotted as function of time; LES
spray model calibration was performed at injection pressure of 160MPa, more details could be found in [17, 20].
are instantaneous ones and that the length scales are
not exactly the same (when comparing experimental
data and simulations). Hence, the figure is supposed
to provide qualitative comparison only. Based on the
figure, both the spray shape and spray cone angle are
similar (when comparing simulations versus measure-
ments) – this confirms good the performance of the
calibrated LES spray model.
One of the main conclusions from the calibration
procedure is that the mesh is the most critical factor
– this is especially true for LES approach. The mesh
must be capable of capturing very small structures
that develop close to primary break-up zone. This
requires a lot of mesh refinement along each spray
nozzle axis – in this particular case, the smallest cells
after refinement had a typical size of 0.075mm when
calibrating the spray in the constant volume vessel.
However, such refinement is too fine for ICE applica-
tions as it would lead to a too large movable mesh
(it might be even beyond the limit of what the solver
could handle). Different meshes (for ICE calculations)
were tested and it was found that the refinement of
0.15mm is sufficient – this is related to the facts that
in-cylinder temperatures are relatively high and tur-
bulence level is higher, hence both evaporation and
mixing is much stronger when compared with the case
of a cold vessel. More details can be found in [20]. The
above mentioned refinement was applied only during
the injection period, hence the default mesh setting
(c.f. Table 2) was considered in all other phases of
4-stroke engine cycle.
There are no direct parameters to be tuned when
considering the combustion model itself – this is re-
lated to the fact that the model is based on chemical
kinetics, hence all is driven by selected mechanism.
After the calibration of the spray model was finished,
the only other parameter to be adjusted (with rel-
atively minor influence on important results) was a
global heat transfer multiplier. It was necessary to
tune its value due to the fact that correct heat transfer
prediction is problematic in 3-D CFD (as it requires
very fine mesh near the walls) – this is even more of
an issue for LES cases as the ‘wall function’ approach
cannot be applied. Details of heat transfer influence
can be found in [20].
5. Numerical considerations
If using numerical methods for prediction of turbulent
transport features, as diffusivity coefficient, tempera-
ture conductivity or kinematic viscosity, the impact
of finite volume dimensions should be taken into ac-
count. The simple method that can show the limits of
accuracy is described in the following text. It yields
rather strict demands on mesh density but the expe-
rience from ICE simulations has proven the validity
of estimation.
Let’s assume the impact of the finite length of a
FV on numerical diffusivity, defined by the concen-
tration wave presence in the FV in consideration, i.e.,
the presence of the non-zero concentration of a specie
transported by diffusion. Assume any concentration
of the specie in consideration was present in a neigh-
bor FV in a upwind direction during preceding time
step. In the current time step a rather diluted specie
occurs in the FV due to the homogenization of a FV
contents after any time step. The concentration wave,
although very diluted, spreads due to finite length
and time steps as a false numerical diffusion with ve-
locity, given by volume dimension and time step and
the concentration increase during the time step. The
20




Figure 5. Calibrated LES spray model performance – spray pattern development in time domain at injection
pressure of 160MPa (time instances of 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 miliseconds), left column corresponds to LES simulation (red
color represent droplet size of 0.12mm while dark blue one corresponds to 0.001mm) while right column represents
experimental data of a selected instantaneous injection shot (the scaling of length scale is approximately the same;
penetration length comparison is shown in Figure 4, bottom right subfigure), more details could be found in [17, 20].
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density of diffusion flux can be roughly estimated as
|−→j | = |D−→∇c| ≈ D∆c∆x (1)
but simultaneously the fictitious velocity of propaga-
tion of concentration wave forehead through a finite
volume FV is increased by fictitious numerical diffu-
sion














The same procedure can be used for temperature
wave, taking local thermal capacity of a FV into ac-
count
|−→̇q | = Q̇
A






Thermal conductivity may be estimated from it with
the same result for temperature conductivity change
as for diffusion coefficient. Numerical temperature
conductivity increase is then equal to diffusion coeffi-
cient.
The yet unknown link between time and dimension
steps yields CFL criterion (CFL < 1) while flow
velocities inside a cylinder are usually limited by tens
of meters per second







Kinematic viscosity can be estimated from numeri-
cal Prandtl number, which should be equal to unity
as it is roughly in all turbulence transport cases.
Other possibility for the numerical distortion of kine-
matic viscosity is to use the mixing length model of
turbulence, which yields similar results in orders of
magnitude. Turbulent viscosity in internal combus-
tion engines is according to experience approximately
1 000 times greater than a molecular one. It is valid
even at the end of compression, where high density oc-
curs without adequate growth of temperature, which
reduces molecular kinematic viscosity. Numerical vis-
cosity distortion should be a small part of turbulent
one only.
The comparison of all transport coefficients to their
molecular values shows the standard engine mesh
size of 0.1− 1mm is still too large/coarse, although
even for automotive engines it needs 107 − 109 mesh
cells. Better meshes should limit the FV size less than
0.01mm. It is still too fine for practical computing
with meshes of 1 012 cells, if the full capacity of a super-
computer is not available. Sophisticated numerical
methods of a higher order can shift this limit a little
but not significantly, requiring not simple amendment
of boundary conditions at solid walls.
The knowledge of the yet existing inaccuracy is very
important if assessing the results of numerical simu-
lations. They are very useful for mutual comparison
with a similar mesh size but they have rare absolute
validity.
6. Discussion results
This section contains selected results from different
publications while some new results are shown as well.
As the paper is supposed to provide an ‘overview’ of
recent development/trends in the field of ICE combus-
tion modeling, typical examples are presented without
performing deep analysis. If the reader is interested
in more details, there are references to the papers to
provide more detailed information.
6.1. Results related to the Engine A
The most important results in terms of LES 3-D CFD
for the case of gas (SI) ICE equipped with scavenged
pre-chamber are presented in this section. It is based
on data/results published in [19, 21–23]. The simu-
lated data are compared with experimental/reference
ones – the reference data correspond to calibrated
0-D/1-D model created in SW tool [26]. The reference
data can give reasonable values of many integral data,
which are not available from measurements.
It should be stressed that the Engine A is not a
classical SI ICE. Its ignition system can be labelled as
turbulent flame jet (more details can be found in [24]),
which can be clearly seen in Figure 6. Even though it
is SI engine dominated by deflagration flame propaga-
tion, the flame topology is different when compared
with a classical spherical flame of SI ICE. Regarding
CCV effects, the prediction matches experimental data
well – c.f. Figure 3. The combustion is mainly domi-
nated by a turbulent flame jet during early phase of
in-cylinder combustion process – the jet is relatively
strong, which leads to fast in-cylinder combustion.
The turbulent flame jet is primarily driven by the
pressure difference between pre-chamber main com-
bustion chamber (cylinder), which is relatively similar
when comparing different engine cycles – it seems that
this phenomenon leads to the dampening of CCV ef-
fects taking place in pre-chamber. Based on all these
facts, early flame kernel development phase (taking
place in pre-chamber) seems to have a lower influence
on CCV. Cyclic variation is mainly dominated by the
turbulent flame jet development – this also includes
its timing, which is slightly different among the cycles
due to different pre-chamber combustion duration.
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Figure 6. Flame development in time domain for 2nd calculated cycle – fuel mass fraction is plotted (blue color
represents burnt zone – fuel mass fraction is zero) for the stoichiometric operation for the case of the Engine A
(the Case A1 in Table 3); top row subfigures correspond to initial phase of combustion, every sub-figures represents
an increase in time domain by 2 degCA (starting top left and moving to the right); more details could be found
in [19, 21, 23].
Combustion progress in a cylinder of the Engine A
is shown in Figure 3 (bottom sub-figures). Its shape
seems to be similar for all calculated cycles while the
main difference is combustion timing. Initial phase of
in-cylinder combustion is primarily influenced by the
turbulent flame jet, the timing of which corresponds
to combustion progress in a pre-chamber – in other
words: in-cylinder combustion starts only when the
turbulent flame jet is initiated due to the flame front
reaching connecting channels between a pre-chamber
and a cylinder. The early phase of in-cylinder combus-
tion seems to be nearly identical in terms of rate of
heat release (c.f. Figure 3, bottom sub-figures) – up to
approx. 30% of burnt fuel, the slope of ROHR curve
is almost the same for all calculated cycles. This sug-
gests that early in-cylinder flame development, which
is mainly dominated by the turbulent flame jet, is lit-
tle dependent on instantaneous local thermodynamic
status in both pre-chamber and cylinder. Hence, any
local differences due to CCV effects (when comparing
different cycles) are suppressed. Any visible CCV
effects (in terms of ROHR) are developed only at later
phases of the combustion process as turbulence needs
some time to develop local differences, which lead to
different rate of heat release.
Details of the combustion process in the Engine A
are shown in Figure 6. Combustion in pre-chamber
is similar to combustion in a classical SI engine, how-
ever CCV of mixture homogeneity is higher – this is
mainly related to the swirling motion in pre-chamber
coupled with small connecting channels. This phase
is relatively slow. Once the flame reaches connecting
channels (between pre-chamber and cylinder), there is
a relatively high pressure drop (i.e., pre-chamber pres-
sure is clearly higher than in-cylinder pressure), which
leads to high flame jet velocities (reaching values up
to 200m/s). Hence, the flame jet reaches outer bound-
aries (e.g., piston top crown) very fast – this typically
takes 2 degCA. After that, a complicated turbulent
flame structure is being developed as a consequence
of swirling in-cylinder motion and interaction among
12 turbulent flame jets. All that leads to fast com-
bustion – in the case shown in Figure 6, it takes cca
10 degCA to burn all the mixture in the piston bowl
region. The qualitatively same effects are observed
even for cases of very lean mixture combustion. Hence,
it confirms that turbulence is dominating the initial
phase of combustion (i.e., up to the point of 30% of
burnt fuel).
It was decided to test the influence of pre-chamber
size. The original pre-chamber design is labeled as
‘small’ – in this case, the pre-chamber volume is ap-
proximately 2% of the in-cylinder compression volume.
The pre-chamber was made larger (approx. by factor
of 2) while the number and size of connecting chan-
nels remained unchanged – this pre-chamber design is
labeled as ‘big’. To verify scavenging strategies, some
cases were run in ‘passive’ mode – no fuel scavenging is
applied – this was tested for a large pre-chamber and
it is labeled as ‘big inscav’. These tests were performed
both experimentally and virtually (simulations). It
should be stressed that no model adjustments were
made – its setting was exactly the same as for all
previous calculations.
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Figure 7. Comparison of individual cycle simulation data related to combustion (ROHR) at stoichiometric conditions
(the Case A1 in Table 3) while comparing different pre-chamber design configurations (small/big) and scavenging
strategies (scavenged/un-scavenged) – top left subfigure corresponds to standard/default pre-chamber (labeled as
‘small’), top right represents enlarged design (label as ‘big’), bottom left shows enlarged design without scavenging
(labeled as ‘big unscav’), bottom right subfigure presents NO formation; more details could be found in [22].
Figure 7 shows the comparison of in-cylinder ROHR
traces among small pre-chamber, big one and big un-
scavenged pre-chamber. Cycles with the highest and
the lowest peak pressure (in the graphs labeled as
‘Max p meas’ and ‘Min p meas’) were selected out of
120 measured cycles. ROHR data from CFD calcula-
tions for the cycles 2, 3 and 4 are shown in the figure.
All graphs correspond to the case of stoichiometric
mixture quality and engine speed of 1800 rpm (the
Case A1 in Table 3). The LES modeling approach is
capable of predicting the variation of pressure traces
for consecutive engine cycles – it captures the cycle-
to-cycle variation (CCV), which is a typical feature
of SI ICEs. Both the ROHR shape and its phas-
ing are closely matched to experimental data. All
CFD pressure traces lie within the limits of measured
ones. Similar results were obtained for other oper-
ating conditions (the Case A2 and the Case A3 in
Table 3). When comparing scavenging strategies, the
following can be stated. The ROHR data shown in Fig-
ure 7 suggests that when big pre-chamber is applied,
combustion becomes faster regardless of its operation
mode (scavenged or un-scavenged) – ROHR of a small
pre-chamber is clearly slower when compared with
both cases of the big one. This is confirmed by experi-
mental data as well, although the variant of scavenged
big pre-chamber might be slightly overestimated by
the considered CFD model.
Based on the above-mentioned and analysis in [19,
21–23], it was confirmed that combustion models
based on turbulent flame front propagation cannot cap-
ture TCI effects (e.g., local flame quenching). Hence,
it was decided to a test combustion model based on de-
tailed chemistry. Based on experience from [17, 20, 27],
it was decided to use the tabulated chemistry (labeled
as ‘TABKIN’) – such a model is based on FGM ap-
proach. Hence, the same combustion model was ap-
plied as it is the case for the Engine B (more details
can be found above – section 2, part dedicated to
FGM model). The applied mechanism was GRI 3.0
(c.f. [28]). However, it should be stressed that there
are some technical difficulties in applying SW tool [4]
at the moment – the AVL colleagues are aware of that
and substantial code development (related to these
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Figure 8. Comparison of 1st cycle simulation data related to medium-lean conditions (the Case A2 in Table 3)
while comparing different combustion models (no label corresponds to ECFM, label ‘TABKIN’ represents FGM
combustion model while considering different chemical mechanisms) – top left subfigure corresponds to in-cylinder
pressure, top right represents pre-chamber pressure, bottom left shows in-cylinder ROHR, bottom right subfigure
presents in-cylinder HR.
issues) is in progress. Hence, the presented data repre-
sent the first attempt and further progress is expected
in the near future. Moreover, the SI combustion mode
is more difficult to predict (when compared with CI
one) due its strong interaction with local turbulence
and its very small scales (comparable to Kolmogorov
length scale) – more details can be found in [24].
Figure 8 shows selected data from the initial appli-
cation of FGM combustion model for the case of SI
ICE with scavenged pre-chamber – it is a medium-lean
condition case (the Case A2 in Table 3) while using
enlarged pre-chamber design. Although the data look
reasonable, there are visible differences when com-
pared to ECFM model, which matches experimental
data reasonably well. It should be stressed that the
1st cycle is shown in Figure 8 while it was mentioned
above that it is not recommended to present the 1st
cycle (due to the fact that it is relatively strongly
influenced by imposed initial conditions – hence, a rel-
atively large difference to the measured average cycle
is visible in the figure). However, due to the above
mentioned limitations of the applied CFD tool [4],
it is not possible to run multiple cycle calculations
at the moment. From a general point of view, it
seems that the FGM model predicts a faster ROHR
– this was expected as applied mechanism (GRI 3.0)
is relatively simple while it is well-known that sim-
ple mechanisms usually over-predict chemical activity.
On the other hand, the AVL mechanism based on
C3H8 hydrocarbon shows relatively slow combustion.
The best performance seems to be obtained by means
of ARAMCO mechanism, which is the most complex
one (out of those tested). Bottom right sub-figure of
Figure 8 shows that less chemical energy was released
for the case of the FGM model (when compared with
ECFM model) – this is another issue to be solved by
means of the code modifications.
An example (one of many, which are typically car-
ried out during a research project) of a sensitivity
study is shown in Figure 9 (corresponds to in-cylinder
data) and Figure 10 (represents pre-chamber data)
– the data correspond to the influence of different
geometrical configurations regarding the connection
channels between pre-chamber and main combustion
chamber (i.e., ICE cylinder). The label of each variant
provides information about the amount of the chan-
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Figure 9. Comparison of simulation data (LES ECFM combustion model) related to medium-lean conditions (the
Case A2 in Table 3) while comparing different pre-chamber designs (left column data: 3rd simulated cycle; right
column data – 4th cycle) – top left/right subfigure corresponds to in-cylinder pressure, bottom left/right shows
in-cylinder ROHR.
nels, their diameter and possibly about their space
orientation (default value is a radial direction). As it
is the LES calculation using ECFM combustion model,
multiple cycles were calculated – the presented data
correspond to the 3rd and 4th cycle, hence it allows to
estimate CCV phenomenon as well. Dealing with the
presented results, the following can be stated. If the di-
ameter of the hole is increased (compare the red curve,
which corresponds to a base variant with connection
channel diameter of 1.2mm, with dark-blue one), it
leads to a significant decrease of combustion speed
(ROHR) which is mainly related to slower exit veloci-
ties (from pre-chamber to main combustion chamber)
of the flame jet. If larger holes are used while decreas-
ing their amount to keep the total connection surface
area at approximately a constant level (green curve),
ROHR remains similar as well. If larger holes are
applied while changing their space direction (default
connection channel direction is a radial one) in such
a way that it creates a strong swirling motion inside
a pre-chamber (magenta curve), ROHR is increased
significantly when compared with the case of radial
direction (dark-blue curve). However, if the channels
are orientated in the opposite direction (light-blue
curve), the ROHR is delayed (due to longer flame de-
velopment in the pre-chamber) and it is clearly slower
than the original variant (magenta curve). The rea-
son behind that is the relative orientation of those
tangential channels with respect to in-cylinder swirl
(created during the intake stroke by means of suit-
able positioning of intake ports) is important – if it is
‘aligned’ (magenta curve) during the late compression
stroke, when the pre-chamber is filled by lean mixture
from the cylinder, strong swirling motion is created
in the pre-chamber, which increases turbulence level
and mixing – all that leads to the faster combustion
process in the pre-chamber, hence faster exit velocities
of the turbulent flame jet, hence faster ROHR in the
cylinder as well. On the other hand, if this is not
the case (light-blue curve), the positive effect is much
weaker, however it is still faster than the case with
radial channels (dark-blue curve).
The final comment concerns the effect of CCV – the
analysis of multiple cycle data suggests that the vari-
ants with tangential channels feature lower variations
of ROHR. This should be the outcome of the swirling
motion inside the pre-chamber, which stabilizes condi-
tions there, increases mixing and turbulence. On the
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Figure 10. Comparison of simulation data related to medium-lean conditions (the Case A2 in Table 3) while
comparing different pre-chamber designs (left column data: 3rd simulated cycle; right column data – 4th cycle) – top
left/right subfigure corresponds to pre-chamber pressure, bottom left/right shows pre-chamber ROHR.
other hand, the swirling motion pushes (non-swirling)
burnt/exhaust gases, which stayed in the pre-chamber
from the previous cycle, towards the center line of
the pre-chamber, hence closer to a spark plug. This
might lead to possible issues with reliable spark event
in the pre-chamber – this phenomenon was observed
experimentally for some similar designs. As the com-
bustion model (LES ECFM) is turbulence driven, its
sensitivity to local chemical composition is low, hence
its ability to predict such behavior is relatively low.
6.2. Results related to the Engine B
The most important results concerning diesel (CI) ICE
while using LES 3-D CFD are presented in this section.
It is based on data/results published in [17, 20, 27].
The simulated data are compared with experimen-
tal/reference ones – the reference data are based on
a calibrated 0-D/1-D model built in SW tool [26].
The reference data provide reasonable values of im-
portant integral data, which may not available from
measurements.
The base variant is labelled as
‘GGPR_reduced_NC7’ (it is based on a reduced
version of NC7 mechanism: 34 species, 64 reactions;
it is represented by red-dotted curves in the figures)
and it represents a simple approach typically applied
in industry – the chemical equations are directly
solved during CFD calculation at every time step.
Despite activating a ‘clustering’ method to speed up
the numerical solution, it is much slower than all the
cases which are based on the approach of tabulated
chemistry. This leads to the fact that such an
approach is not feasible when dealing with advanced
mechanisms (which are typically based on hundreds
of species and thousands of reactions). Three different
state-of-the-art mechanisms from LLNL were tested –
more details about these mechanisms can be found
in [17]. This paper is not focused on comparing
standard approach (based on a direct solution of
chemical kinetics; labelled as GGPR) with tabulated
chemistry one (labelled as FGM/TABKIN). That
would be a relatively difficult task as these approaches
are significantly different when concerning certain
important details of their respective applications in
CFD codes.
The comparison between simulation and experimen-
tal data in terms of apparent ROHR is shown in Fig-
ure 11 (the ‘kink’ shown in Figure 11 near 10 degCA
represents a rezone, which ‘confuses’ the algorithm
to evaluate ROHR from pressure data – hence, it is
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Figure 11. Comparison of apparent ROHR for the Case B1 (top left), the Case B2 (top right), the Case B3 (bottom
left) and the Case B4 (bottom right) while considering different detailed mechanisms from LLNL (more details can
be found in [17]); red color represents a reference calculation using GGPR approach, dashed lines correspond to
experimental data (either measurement or calibrated system model based on 0-D/1-D).
an artefact which should be disregarded). A general
statement is that ROHR is predicted reasonably well.
There is a visible difference in the early combustion
phase which corresponds to pilot injection/combustion.
Mechanisms based on NC7 (hydrocarbon consisting of
7 carbon atoms) seem to predict both ignition delay
and burning of pilot-injected fuel better than those
based on NC12. Tested mechanisms based on NC12
are more complex (when compared with NC7-based
ones), however they predict higher cold flame activity
– this results in shorter ignition delay(s). This state-
ment is confirmed by all considered load cases. On
the other hand, ROHR is very similar during the main
injection event – the only exception is the GGPR case,
which is clearly faster during the early part of the main
combustion phase. However, this was no surprise as
it is well-known that small/simple mechanisms tend
to predict clearly faster ROHR when compared with
complex ones. From a general point of view, all tested
mechanisms are visibly faster (in term of ROHR) at
the beginning of the main combustion phase – this
is one of the reasons behind the in-cylinder pressure
over-prediction (pressure traces are not shown due
to paper size limitations). This is even more visible
for cases when high EGR was applied (i.e., the Case
B3 and the Case B4). However, the final comment is
that predicted ROHR is relatively similar to a mea-
sured one (represented by data labelled as ‘GT-Power’
which is a TPA-calibrated 0-D/1-D model of the target
engine).
The data shown in Figure 11 also confirm the fact
that the prediction quality of EGR influence is rela-
tively poor. The applied EGR (c.f. Table 4) is only
on a medium level (approx. 20%) of what is typical
for passenger car CI ICEs. Despite that, the ROHR is
visibly different (when compared with the one without
EGR) – it is clearly slower with lower ROHR peak.
Slower combustion is predicted by all mechanisms,
however there is bigger difference between experimen-
tal and simulated data (when compared with cases
when no EGR is applied) – this concerns both the
early part of main combustion shape and ROHR shape
in general. This was also the case when the authors
tested other chemical mechanisms from open sources.
As described above, predicted ROHR is reasonable
but not perfect – it is certainly good enough from an
engineer’s point of view. It should be stressed again
that very little tuning was necessary and it can be
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Figure 12. Comparison of NO emissions for all considered cases (B1, . . . , B4); red color represents a reference
calculation using GGPR approach, dashed light-blue bars correspond to experimental data; more details can be
found in [17].
stated that the main combustion parameters (ROHR
shape, ROHR phasing) are predicted relatively well,
which confirms the fact that such CFD models have
a very high predictive ability. Based on the authors’
experience, such models are suitable for typical ICE
optimization tasks (e.g., injection strategy, injector
properties, combustion chamber shape). It is strongly
recommended to apply the predicted ROHR (from
3-D CFD) in a calibrated 0-D/1-D model to obtain a
more precise estimate of the target engine performance
(e.g., ISFC/BSFC, IMEP/BMEP, heat transfer).
Figure 12 shows results related to NOx – the mea-
sured data are compared with the predicted ones. It
is clear that the models based on tabulated chem-
istry are following the experimental data much more
precisely. This is mainly caused by better ROHR
prediction, which leads to a more realistic local tem-
perature - and better chemical description of NO
formation (which was transferred from GRI 3.0 mech-
anism) – this suggests that the classical Zelodovich
mechanism [14] is too simplified for detailed 3-D CFD
calculations. There is little difference among tested
complex mechanisms, however the most complex one
(labelled as ‘LLNL-DIESEL’) seems to be a bit better
than the others.
To verify the predicative ability of the model (LES
+ chemical kinetics), it was compared to the results of
when the Engine B was operated at different engine
speed (2000 rpm), different injection pressure (70MPa)
and different compression ratio (14.0) while the en-
gine load was similar (BMEP of 12.1 bar), no EGR
was applied – c.f. Table 1 and Table 4 for reference
setting and operating conditions. Example of such a
comparison is shown in Figure 13. The quality of the
predicted data is similar to the cases presented above
despite significantly different operating conditions. It
should be stressed that the model was not adjusted –
the only change needed was the mesh due to different
compression ratio.
Regarding the CPU performance demands, the fol-
lowing can be stated. Single table generation (using
AVL TABKIN SW tool) takes approximately 48 hours
while using 200 CPU cores and the corresponding 3-
D CFD calculation takes approximately 36 hours on
128 CPU cores. If the same calculation were performed
while using industry-standard approach (direct solu-
tion of chemical equations while using ‘reduced’ mech-
anism and applying ‘clustering’ approach to speed
up the numerical solution), it would take approx..
160 hours (7 days) on 128 CPU cores. Moreover,
the chemical table can be re-used for many simula-
tion/engineering tasks (e.g., when optimizing injection
strategy). Hence, the tabulated chemistry approach
is currently a very attractive option – it improves
the simulation results quality (due to application of
state-of-the-art mechanisms) while it can significantly
decrease the calculation runtime. On the other hand,
it is fair to say that there are still some technical
issues to be solved, hence more development is needed
before wide industry application is possible.
7. Conclusion
This paper is focused on the modelling of combustion
in ICE. The main emphasis is put on highly predictive
models so that they could be applied also in the early
phases of ICE development. That is why the LES
approach was adopted for turbulence modeling. Both
ICE types were considered – unconventional SI ICE
equipped with scavenged pre-chamber (labeled as the
Engine A in the paper) and classical CI ICE (labeled
as the Engine B). Regarding the applied combustion
models, the following can be stated. As the interac-
tion between chemistry and turbulence is important,
the models based on solving equations of detailed
chemistry (i.e., chemical kinetics) are needed. This
seems to work reasonably well for the classical CI CIE,
however it is trickier for SI ICE – the reasons behind
that statement are related to the different nature of
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Figure 13. Comparison of apparent ROHR (left) and in-cylinder average NO concentration (right) for the case
of injection pressure 70MPa, compression ratio of 14 at engine speed of 2000 rpm; dashed lines correspond to
experimental data (either measurement or calibrated system model based on 0-D/1-D).
the flame (when comparing SI ICE with CI ICE).
However, combustion models based on resolving local
turbulent burning speed (e.g., ECFM) seem to work
fine even for the case of unconventional SI ICE. The
final comment concerns the fact that ‘proper’ com-
bustion modeling with high predictive ability requires
high quality modeling of turbulence, spray, mixing
and heat transfer – this implicitly includes mesh ef-
fects (resolution, topology, local refinement, etc.) as
well.
Dealing with SI ICE, the following can be stated.
The standard approach of SI ICE combustion mod-
eling is to resolve turbulent flame front propagation
inside an ICE combustion chamber. This seems to
work well when LES approach is applied. The state-
ment was confirmed even for the case of ICE equipped
with scavenged pre-chamber. Detailed analysis of 3-D
CFD results shows that the combustion process of
ICE equipped with pre-chamber is very complex. The
flame structure is very different when compared with
a classical spherical flame front shape of typical SI
ICEs – its space distribution (shape) and topology
is more similar to a classical direct injection CI ICE,
although it is still a process based on deflagration
flame front propagation. On the other hand, it was
also confirmed that such models cannot predict TCI
effects which lead to local flame quenching – this is
experimentally observed when ICE is operated under
very lean conditions. Hence, models based on chemical
kinetics are needed.
Initial testing of the combustion model based on a
solution of detailed chemistry was performed – it is
the same approach (FGM combined with tabulated
chemistry) as the one applied for CI ICE (the En-
gine B) presented in this paper. Although the initial
results look promising, certain technical issues were
discovered, hence substantial code development was
scheduled. A relatively simple mechanism was applied
(GRI 3.0) which resulted in the over-prediction of
ROHR – this was expected based on experience with
simple mechanisms. Further testing/development is
planned for near future.
Regarding CI ICE, it is possible to state the fol-
lowing. If combustion models are based on detailed
chemistry together with LES, such simulations are
both time demanding and challenging. There are
methods to speed up such calculations (e.g., cluster-
ing) – despite that, the direct solution of equations of
chemical kinetics are very expensive from a simulation
time point of view. Approaches based on tabulated
chemistry offer a possibility to significantly speed up
a numerical solution related to chemical processes – it
should be mentioned that additional effort is needed
to generate these tables. Once the tables are available,
the CFD calculations are much faster (when compared
with the classical way of directly solving equations of
detailed chemistry) – this statement is valid regardless
of the chemical mechanism complexity. Additional
benefit is the fact that if the simulations need to be
re-run (e.g., application of different sub-models, opti-
mization tasks, sensitivity studies), the same chemical
tables can be applied again. Hence, the tabulated
chemistry approach allows to apply complex chem-
istry in every-day applications – this also includes the
commercial sector.
Concerning the performance of tabulated chemistry,
the following was found out. First, the simulation
results correspond well with the data predicted by the
classical (direct) solution of chemical equations. This
statement concerns both ROHR and ignition delay.
Second, when complex chemistry is applied, it brings
significant improvement in terms of prediction quality
when comparing it with simplified mechanisms (i.e.,
‘reduced’ ones). Third, simulated NO data follows
the trends from measurement while it allows for clear
improvement when directly compared with the classi-
cal Zeldovich mechanism, which is a widely applied
standard in ICE industry. This is the outcome of
both the better description of NO/NOX chemistry
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and improved ROHR prediction due to application of
complex mechanisms.
A final comment from a general point of view is
that all these 3-D CFD LES calculations are very
demanding in terms of required computational power.
Despite their high predictive ability with little tuning,
such models are still not suitable for regular daily
research/development work in a commercial sector.
However, the authors expect this to change in rela-
tively near future.
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List of symbols
BMEP Brake Mean Effective Pressure
CCV Cycle-to-Cycle Variation(s)
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CI Compression Ignition
CNG Compressed Natural Gas
CSM Coherent Structure Model
ECFM Extended Coherent Flamlet Model
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
FEM Finite Element Method
FGM Flamelet Generated Manifold
FV Finite Volume
GGPR General Gas-Phase Reactions
HR Heat Release
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
IMEP Indicated Mean Effective Pressure
ISFC Indicated Specific Fuel Consumption
LES Large Eddy Simulation
PDF Probability Density Function
PFI Port Fuel Injection
RANS Reynolds Average Navier Stokes





a velocity of sound [m s−1]
aT temperature conductivity [m2 s−1]
A area [m2]
c mass concentration [kg m−3]
cp constant pressure thermal specific capacity
D diffusion coefficient [m2 s−1]
j density of diffusion flux [kg s−1 m−2]
q density of thermal flux [W m−2]
t time [s]
T temperature [K]
w velocity [m s−1]
x distance [m]
λ thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
ρ density [kg m−3]
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